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Abstract—Energy consumption is one of the most important
issues to the wireless sensor network, which determines the 
network lifetime. The non-uniform property of energy
consumption is studied in this paper. Theoretical analysis
indicates that the average energy consumption of the sensor is 
heavy non-uniform, which decrease with the hop number to the 
sink node (or the sensor belongs to the high level in a 
heterogeneous sensor network). In a wireless sensor network, the
energy utilization rate is very low while the coeficient of energy
waste is very high, which are monotone decreasing and
increasing with the hop number to the sink node (or the sensor
belongs to the high level in a heterogeneous sensor network)
respectively. We concentrate on the energy consumption of the
grid network and the random network which has uniform
distribution. The  definitions of eficient energy and residual
energy of, energy utilization rate and energy waste coefficient of 
the sensor network are given. Then the relationship between the 
energy utilization rate and  the maximal network hop number
are analyzied in both grid sensor network  and random uniform
sensor network. When the hop number reaches 3, the residual
energy is much larger than the energy used for sensing and
transmitting the packet. As the random network is concerned,
the energy wasted is much heavier than that in the grid network.
For the purpose of energy conservation, a tuning transmission 
radii solution scheme is proposed. As an application, a semi-grid
sensor network is constructed and a routing algorithm is
designed. Compared result shows that this scheme can reduce the
residual energy and prolong the network lifetime remarkably. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advance in wireless communications and 
microelectronic-mechanical systems have motivated the 
development of extremely small low cost sensors that possess
sensing, signal processing and wireless communication
capabilities. Sensor networks are dense networks of low cost,
tiny, wireless node that sense certain phenomena on the area of
interest, and report their observations to a central base station
or Sink node for further analysis. The feature that distinguishes
the sensor networks from the traditional distributed systems is 
that sensor networks are very sensitive to the energy. In the
blooming sensor networks, most sensor conserve limit energy
from the battery. The deployment scale of the sensor networks

made it impossible to recharge the sensor, so an efficient 
energy scheme is urgently needed. 

In the study on the sensor network, lots of references focus
on the energy problems such as [2-17]. In [2], Piyush Gupta
and P.R.Kumar consider the critical power for asymptotic
connectivity in wireless networks and derive the critical power
a node in the network needs to transmit in order to ensure that
the network is connected with probability one as the number of
nodes in the network goes to infinity. Various issues in the
power control of sensor network [3-6] have appeared in recent
years. In [3], the authors conceptualized the power control of 
ad-hoc network as a network layer problem and the COM-
POW protocol is implemented. In [4], it is proposed to use
transmit power control to optimize the average end-to-end 
network throughput by controlling the degree of a node. Many
references realize energy-efficient by means of data
aggregation [7-9]. The impact of data aggregation in wireless
sensor network is proposed in [7]. In [9], G.Singh at el 
successfully use the ant colony algorithms to the sensor
network routing and the energy conservation is gained through
data aggregation. Many energy-efficient sensor networks
routing protocol is proposed in [10-14]. In [10,11], random
sleep mode is used to save energy while in [12] algorithms for
finding minimum energy disjoint paths in an all-wireless
network is developed and energy is saved by the nature of
“Wireless Multi-cast Advantage.” In order to save energy,
S.Bandyopadhyay and E.J.Coyle propose a distributed,
randomized clustering algorithm to organize the sensor in a
wireless sensor network into clusters in [14]. In [15], the
authors study the lifetime of sensor networks via optimal role
assignments while in [16], the authors focus on the topology
control of multi-hop wireless network using transmit power
adjustments. Recently in [17], V.Mhatre at el consider a
heterogeneous sensor network in which nodes are to be
deployed over a unit area for the purpose of surveillance. A 
minimum cost heterogeneous network model with lifetime
constraint is given and sharp cutoff strategy is used to ensure
that very little residual energy is left behind when the system
becomes unusable. Although different strategies are adopted to
control the sensor network energy, different routing algorithms
and protocols are designed to reduce the energy consumption,
so that the network lifetime is maximize. To my knowledge,
the non-uniform property of energy consumption of the
wireless sensor nodes is not explicitly considered in relative
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references. And most of them have the idea that very little
residual energy is wasted when the systems are out of work.
But in this paper we show that the average energy consumption
of the sensor node is very nonuniform and the residual energy
is tremendous when the network is unusable given that the
fixed transmitting radii is used for every node to sense and 
transmit the packets. For the grid sensor network, the total
residual energy is much larger than the total energy used in the
network when the maximal network hop number beyond 2.

The non-uniform property of each node's energy 
consumption and residual energy consumption of the sensor
networks are studied in this paper. Theoretical analysis
indicates that the average energy consumption of the sensors is
heavy non-uniform, which decrease with the hop number to the
sink node (or the sensor belongs to the high level in a 
heterogeneous sensor network). In a wireless sensor network
the energy utilization rate is very low while the coefficient of
energy waste is very high, which are monotone decreasing and
increasing with the hop number to the sink node (or the sensor
belongs to the high level in a heterogeneous sensor network)
respectively. Assuming H is the maximal hop number, we
then concentrate on the energy consumption of energy
consumption burden of the hop node isthh rE

h
hHhH

2
))(1( ,

and the energy utilization rate and energy waste coefficient has

the relationship
)1(3
)12(2

HH
H and

24
)1)(23(

H
HH  with the

maximal hop number H . When the hop number reaches 3, the
residual energy is much larger than the energy used for sensing
and transmitting the packet. As the random network is
concerned, the energy wasted is much heavier than that in the
grid network. For the purpose of energy conservation, a tuning
transmission radii solution scheme is proposed. As an 
application, a semi-grid sensor network is constructed and a 
routing algorithm which trys to ensure the uniform of node's
energy consumption is designed. Compared result show that
this scheme can reduce the residual energy, enhance the energy
utilization rate and prolong the network lifetime remarkability.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the average
energy consumption burden of the sensor node is first analyzed.
The relationship of the energy consumption and the maximal
network hop number is presented. Then the energy utilization
of the grid sensor network and the random sensor network is 
given. In section 3, we propose a tuning transmission radii
solution scheme to enhance the energy utilization rate, a semi-
grid sensor network is constructed and a corresponding routing
algorithm is designed. At last conclusions are drawn and the
future study issues is introduced in section 4.

II. RESIDUAL ENERGY ANALYSIS OF THE WIRELESS
SENSOR NETWORK

A.  Residual energy analysis of the wireless sensor network
For a given wireless sensor network, we have the following

assumptions.

(1)The maximal hop number in the network for relaying a
sensed packet is H ;

(2)The expectation value of the hop node number is

denoted as ;
thh

hn Hh ,,2,1 , then , where
 is the total number of all the sensor node in the sensor

network, which may depend on the maximal hop number

)(1 HNnH

h h

)(HN
H ;

(3)The interested targets uniformly distribute in the
surveillance field;

(4)Each sensor node finishes sensing the interested target
reporting all the sensed data to the sink node or the central base
station is called a data collecting cycle; 

(5)For convenience, the target data of one collecting cycle
is just 1 packet;

(6)The energy required for sensing and transmitting one 
packet is  and respectively, and the energy required for 
relaying one packet is ;

sE tE

rE

During a data collecting cycle, the hop nodes expire
energy sensing the target and transmitting the sensed data,
meanwhile they need to spend energy to relay all the

,( ) hop nodes sensed. So in the sensor network, each 
hop node has the following average energy consumption

during one data collecting cycle

thh

thm hm

thh

r
h

Hh
tsh E

n
nn
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We assume that the radio model used in [18] wherein the
energy required to transmit a packet over distance x is ,

is the constant per packet energy spent in the transmitter
electronics circuitry while is the energy spent in the RF 
amplifier to counter the propagation loss. When all the sensor
nodes have the same fixed transmit radii

kxl
l

kx

r , we have
lEs ; ; , so k

t rlE k
r rllE tsrE EE .

Therefore

rhr
h

Hhh
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n
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Definition 1 From a sensor network begin sensing the
interested target till the sensed data are unable to be
successfully transmitted to the sink node, the total consumption
energy of all the sensor nodes in the network is called the
eficient energy of the sensor network, denote as u . Until the
network are unable to collect and transmit data, the total
residual energy of all the nodes in the network is called the
residual energy of the sensor network, denote as res .

Definition 2 For a given sensor network, we define

resu

u as the energy utilization rate of the sensor

network and define
u

res as the energy waste coefficient of 

the network.
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Theorem 2.1 For a sensor network with given sensor node
energy E and fixed transmit radii r , if the expectation value 
of the hop nodes number is monotone increase, thenthh

1) the average energy consumption of the  hop nodethh h

is monotone decrease.

2) if the maximal network hop number increase while the
expectation value of the first hop node number is unchange,
then the energy utilization rate 

thh
of the sensor network is

strictly monotone decrease, while the energy waste coefficient
is strictly monotone increase.

Proof  1) Since ; we have , so 1,,2,1 Hh 1hh nn
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2) From 1), the lifetime of the network is determined by 1 .
For the given node energy E , the sensor network have at most

1ET data collect cycle. According to definition 1 and
equation (2), we have 
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 So from definition 2, we obtain
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Because is monotone increase, that is, for
;  is true, we know that
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Note that 11 HHH nNN , then equation (6) can be
rewritten as
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Thus we have proven that the energy utilization rate of the
sensor network is strictly monotone decrease as the maximal
network hop number increase.

According to definition 2, the energy utilization rate of the
sensor network and the energy waste coefficient  have the
relationship 1 . From the energy utilization rate  is 
strictly monotone decrease as the maximal network hop
number increase, the energy waste coefficient  is strictly
monotone increase as the maximal network hop number
increase is immediately obtained.

The above theorem states that in a sensor network with
fixed transmit radii, the average energy consumption of the
sensor nodes is non-uniform. The nearer the sensor to the sink
node, the higher the average energy consumption of the sensor
node is; and the further the sensor to the sink, the lower the
average energy consumption is. Furthermore, with the scale of 
sensor field enlarging, the network energy utilization rate
decrease while the energy waste coefficient increase.

B. Residual energy analysis in the grid sensor network and
the random sensor network
In this subsection, we analyses the residual energy and the

energy utilization in both the grid sensor network and the
random sensor network.

2.2(1) Residual energy analysis in the grid sensor network

Grid network is a relative simple sensor network. In a grid
sensor network with the fixed transmit radii as a length unit, a 
sensor node is deployed at each grid point, each node collects
interested data regularly and transmit them to the sink node via
multi-hop mode. For convenience, assuming the sink node is
deployed at coordinate zero point. For a grid network, the
expectation value of the hop node number isthh hnh 4 ;

Hh ,,2,1 . So the average energy consumption of each
hop node isthh

rr
h

Hhh
h E

h
hHhHE

n
nnn

2
))(1(1 ; Hh ,,2,1

(7)
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In a grid network, the ratio of the maximum and the
minimum average energy consumption of the node is

2)1(HH , and we call this ratio the average node energy 
consumption maximal ratio. From this ratio we can see that the
average energy consumption of the nodes in the grid network is
heavy non-uniform and this non-uniform property quadratic
increase as the maximal network hop number increase.
According to equation (5), the energy utilization rate of grid
sensor network is

)1(3
)12(2

2
1

1 HH
H

N
hn

n
H

H

h h  (8)

And the energy waste coeffient is

1
24

)1)(23(
H

HH  (9) 

Fig.1 and fig.2 show how the energy utilization rate 
decreases and the energy waste coefficient increases as the 
maximal network hop number increases in grid sensor network.
In fig.1, we observe that the energy utilization rate is very low
in a grid sensor network. When the maximal network hop
number is 5, the energy utilization rate is scarcely 25% while
when the maximal network hop number is 10, the energy
utilization rate is only 13%. From fig.2 it is apparent that the
energy waste coefficient increases as the maximal network hop
number increases in a grid  network. When the maximal
network hop number is 5, the energy waste coefficient is
beyond 3, while when the maximal network hop number is 10,
the energy waste coefficient is about 7. 

Figure 1. the energy utilization rate decreases as the maximal network hop 
number increases in grid sensor network.

2.2(2) Residual energy analysis in the random sensor
network

Generally, the sensor nodes may be spread in a random
manner in the interested surveillance field, thus formulate the 
random sensor network. Assuming in a random sensor network,
the sensors are deployed with uniform distribution. In a random

Figure 2. the energy waste coeffiient increases as the maximal network hop 
number increases in grid sensor network.

uniform sensor network, sensor nodes have the same
communication radii r , collecting interested data and
transmitting them to the sink node via multi-hop mode
regularly. It is usually formulate the random uniform sensor
network as a disc model. Similar to 2.2(1), assuming that the
sink node is deployed at the center of the disc. In a random
uniform network, the hop nodes can be regarded as the
nodes lie in the circular loop that have the distance to the sink
node larger than and equal to , but less than hr .
Therefore the expectation value of the hop nodes can be

expressed as n ;

thh

rh )1(

thh

]))1(()[(hr 22 rhh Hh ,,2,1 ,
where is the distribute density of sensor nodes in the
random uniform network. So the average energy consumption
of each hop node isthh

rr
h

Hhh
h E

h
hHhHE

n
nnn

12
)1)(1(1

Hh ,,2,1    (10)

In the random uniform network, the average node energy
consumption maximal ratio is 2H , which shows that the
average energy consumption of the node is terrible non-
uniform, and this non-uniform property strictly quadratic
monotone increases as the maximal network hop number
increases. According to equation (2.5), the energy utilization
rate of the random uniform network can be written

32
1

1 6
)14)(1(

H
HH

N
hn

n
H

H

h h     (11)

While the energy waste coefficient of the random 
uniform network is

1
)14)(1(

)126)(1( 2

HH
HHH

Fig.3 and fig.4 show how the energy utilization rate 
decreases and energy waste coefficient increases as the 
maximal network hop number increases in a random uniform
sensor network. From fig.3 and 4, it is evidence that the energy
utilization rate is still very low in a random uniform network.
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When the maximal network hop number are 5 and 10, the
energy utilization rate are only 16% and 7.15% respectively.
The energy waste coefficient of the random uniform sensor
network increases faster than that in the grid sensor network as
the maximal network hop number increases. When the
maximal network hop number is 5, the energy waste coefficient
is beyond 7 while when the maximal network hop number
reaches 10, the energy waste coefficient is 15. Compared to the 
grid network, the average energy consumption of the nodes is
much more non-uniform, therefore the energy utilization rate
of the random uniform network is much lower and the energy
waste coefficient is much larger.

Figure 3. the energy utilization rate decreases as the maximal hop number
increases in random uniform sensor network.

Figure 4. the energy waste coefficient increases as the maximal network hop 
number increases in random uniform sensor network.

III. THE TUNING TRANSMIT RADII SOLUTION SCHEME TO
ENHANCE THE ENERGY UTILIZATION RATE

From the analysis in the above section, we know that the
waste energy is tremendous in the sensor network and the
energy utilization rate is very low due to the heavy non-
uniform property of the average energy consumption of the
sensor nodes. On the other hand, battery-driven

sensor nodes are severely energy-constrained. Therefore it
is urgently needed to seek an efficient method to enhance the
energy utilization rate of the sensor network. Although
methods such as data aggregation and network clustering etc.
can save energy to some degree, these methods do not 
overcome the non-uniform property of the average energy
consumption of the sensor nodes, so they can't solve the
energy-wasting problem of the sensor network completely. In

the following of this paper, we give a tuning transmit radii
solution scheme to enhance the energy utilization rate of the
wireless sensor network, try to ensure the uniform of each 
node's average energy consumption, to reduce the energy waste
and the residual total energy and to maximize the energy 
utilization rate of the network.

3.(1)The tuning transmit radii solution scheme to enhance the
wireless sensor network energy utilization rate

The design idea of the tuning transmit radii solution
scheme: due to the main reason that cause to the energy waste
is that the heavy non-uniform of the node's average energy
consumption, the design idea of the tuning transmit radii
solution scheme is try to ensure all the nodes in sensor network
have the same average energy consumption. So we assume that
all the sensor nodes can adjust their transmit radii and this is 
easily realized in practice. Let

rhhrhh EaEa 11 1,,2,1 Hh (13)

 where hHhhh nnnna )( 1 . Remember that 

 and equation (3.1), we getk
r rlE 2
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alr
a
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In the general case, l , so the second term in the
right-hand of equation (3.2) can be ignored. Then we have 

k
h

h
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a
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Repeat using equation (3.3), we have
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h

k
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a
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Assign the transmit radii of the hop node to be thh

1

1
1 )( r

a
ar k

h
h , the uniform property of the node average energy

consumption can be ensured. So the residual energy in the
sensor network can be reduced and the energy-saving is 
realized and the energy utilization rate is enhanced. 

3.(2)Applications of the tuning transmit radii solution scheme

In order to avoid energy waste in the sensor networks
caused by the non-uniform of the node's average energy
consumption, some methods must be adopted when
considering the sensor network deployment and the routing
algorithms design, so that the energy utilization rate of the
network can be improved and the energy-saving be really
realized. Let the sensor nodes adjust their communication
transmit radii self-adaptively according to their location is a 
simple but feasible solution to realize energy save of the sensor 
network. The applications of this tuning transmit solution 
scheme includes: 

1. Sensor Networks Deployment. When the sensor
network is deployed, the density of the sensor nodes is no 
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longer uniform the same as 2r
, but different sensor nodes

density of 2
hr

is ensured, where satisfy (14) or (16) andhr

is determined according to the practical application. So that
the sensor nodes are deployed dense in the area near to the sink 
node (or the nodes belong to high level in a heterogeneous
network) while the sensor nodes are deployed sparse in the area
further to the sink node (or the nodes belong to high level in a 
heterogeneous network). Thus the residual energy in the 
sensor network can be reduced and the energy utilization rate
be enhanced efficiently.

2. Routing Design. Routing protocol design is another
important issue in sensor network. Rational routing protocol
design can prolong the lifetime of sensor network effectively.
When we design the routing algorithms, tuning the transmit
radii of the sensor nodes rh so that equation (14) or (16) is 
satisfied according to the hop number or the distance of the 
nodes to the sink (or the nodes belong to high level in a
heterogeneous network) can realize the uniform of the average
energy consumption of sensor nodes, thus enhance the energy
utilization rate of the sensor network and prolong the network 
lifetime. In the following we construct a grid sensor network,
which is called semi-grid network, utilizing the tuning 
transmission radii solution scheme and give the corresponding
routing rule. Similarly, taken the sink node as the coordinate 
zero point, deploy a sensor node at each grid point ,

where

),( ji yx
i

h hi rx 1  , j

h hj ry 1  and is integral number.
The sensor network formulate in this way is called semi-grid
network.

ji,

The routing rule of the semi-grid network is as follows. For
a grid point ,),( ji yx

1) moving rule. If ji , the next hop node of the grid

point is  ; if),( ji yx ),( )( jsignji yx ji , the next hop node

of the grid point is ; and if ),( ji yx ),( )( jisigni yx ji , then
the next hop node of  is  or 

with equal probability 1/2. Where we use 
to denote the sign of the integer number i , that is = 1, 
when is a positive integer number; = -1, when i is a
negative integer number; and = 0, when i  is zero.

),( ji yx ),( )( jsignji yx
),( )( jisigni yx )(isign

)(isign
i )(sign i

)(isign

2) stop criterion. If , then the routing stop. In a
semi-grid sensor network, the average energy consumed in a 
data collect cycle of all the nodes can be expressed as follows.
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While when the network is deployed, the total energy of the
system is 
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Thus the energy utilization rate of the semi-grid sensor
network is
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The compare result of energy utilize rate between the grid 
network and the semi-grid network is shown in fig.5. It is 
apparent from fig.5 that in a semi-grid network, due to the 
relative uniform property of the average energy consumption of
all hops nodes, the energy utilization rate of the semi-grid
network is improved greatly than that in the grid network. 
When the maximal network hop number is 5, the energy
utilization rate is improved 2.45 times while when the maximal
network hop number is 10, the energy utilization rate is
improved 4.16 times.

Figure 5. the compare result of energy utilization rate between the grid
network and the semi-grid network.
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IV. CONCLUSION  

Wireless sensor network is a hot study topic in the recent 
years and one of the important issues is the energy problem in 
the sensor network. In a sensor network, due to the heavy non- 
uniform property of the average energy consumption between 
all hops nodes, the energy utilization rate is very low. When the 
system is unable to work, the residual energy in the network is 
usually tremendous. In this paper we systemically analysis the 
relationship between the energy utilization rate and the energy 
waste coefficient of the sensor network and the maximal 
network hop number, that is, the energy utilization rate of the 
network strictly monotone decreases as the maximal network 
hop number increases while the energy waste coefficient is 
strictly monotone increases as the maximal network hop 
number increases. In order to enhance the energy utilize 11 rate 
and reduce the residual energy of the sensor network, a tuning 
transmit radii solution scheme is also presented in this paper. 
As an application, a semi-grid network is constructed and the 
corresponding routing rule is given. Theoretical analysis results 
show that compared to the grid network, the energy utilization 
rate of the semi-grid sensor network is greatly improved.  

It should be point out that energy is the key bottleneck 
problem that restrict the lifetime of sensor network, reducing 
the residual energy of the sensor network is a novel idea and 
efficient method to prolong the network lifetime. But it should 
be noted that even for the simplest grid sensor network, 
although the semi-grid network has been improved the energy 
utilization rate much more than the grid network, the energy 
utilization rate is just about 50%. How to further improve the 
energy utilization rate of the sensor network and how to better 
the energy utilization of the general sensor practical sensor 
network are our future research interests.  
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